Dynamic Health Expanded is an innovative evidence-based resource designed to help nurses and allied health professionals master critical skills, obtain fast, accurate answers to clinical questions and foster a culture of evidence-based practice and critical thinking leading to improved patient outcomes.

With seamless integration in to the EHR, LMS, and your organizations policy and procedure process, Dynamic Health Expanded makes it easy to infuse evidence into your nurses’ and allied health professionals’ daily workflow.
Improve Patient Care with Evidence-Based Practices
All of the content in Dynamic Health Expanded is based on a strict evidence-based methodology, which means users can trust that the information matches current best practices. The content is crafted by a team of nurses and allied health professionals who review the evidence and write original content based on best practice to ensure the highest quality of patient care.

Get the Right Answer Fast
Dynamic Health Expanded is designed to provide fast, accurate and actionable answers to questions as they arise at the point of care. Our platform and its content are designed to be user friendly, intuitive and personalized helping nurses and allied health professionals get to the information they need faster than ever.

Provide Anytime, Anywhere Access to Evidence
In order for an information resources tool to be embraced at the point of care, it must be able to seamlessly integrate into the clinical workflow. Dynamic Health Expanded anticipates and responds to the needs of time-crunched nurses and allied health professionals with features including EHR and LMS integration and on-the-go access via a convenient mobile app.

Foster a Culture of Critical Thinking and Lifelong Learning
Dynamic Health Expanded offers robust content to help nurses and allied health professional master critical skills and competencies and makes it easier than ever to earn continuing education units while they learn.